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-------       -------       ------- 

Supposition to Eden 

Reaching into an intriguing speculation is a necessity, for there is very little compiled evidence to 

verify a theory on the location of the Garden of God. This author has found one place on the topography 
maps of the planet that closely resemble the original forms of the river placements. This may not be the only 

location of such formations, but this author’s personal searches have not yet opened any other possibilities. 
So the following connections are not absolutes to end all searches, but to be used only as points of calculated 
study, which have been formulated with some measure of speculation, and fitting to all the facts. These 

interpretations can be useful in understanding the scripts by teaching some parallel examples, when verifying 
a portion of the events is not currently possible. 

 A tropical garden near a deep ocean trench on the Equator would have year long seasons of growth 
and stability in the temperatures. In the country of Ecuador, and exactly due east of Galapagos Islands and 
south of the city of Ambato, is a high plains rectangular plateau that is completely surrounded by mountains. 

Out of this plateau of Sangay National Park, runs a single river from a stone mountain in the southwest 
corner of the rectangle. This river runs through this plateau, winding around seven volcanoes in the park, 

then out the west side between two volcanic mountains that separate the northern and southern mountain 
ranges of the Andes. The largest volcano in the nation of Ecuador is in the center of the park, and is 
permanently active. These volcanoes could be the locations of the Tree of Life and Tree of Knowledge and 

structures or sacred areas that have been hidden by the works to expel Adam and Eve.  
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The single river that originates from a Mountain at the coast of the Pacific Ocean, exits the park 
eastward between two volcanoes, then drops over twenty miles to another high plain area surrounded by 

lower mountains. The mountains of this second plateau, divide the park river into four major, and many 
smaller rivers that could have been more defined in the pre-flood times. The Napo River travels north to the 

lands of the Mayans in Columbia, and the Pastaza River runs to the south plains of the Incas in Peru. The 
northern and southern rivers follow the mountain ranges and then wrap around toward the east, adding many 
branches, and combine again with the other rainforest rivers flowing east. The accumulated water amasses 

into the world’s largest river, the Amazon, which travels through Brazil, and out to the Atlantic Ocean. 
The Napo and Pastaza Rivers fit the descriptive definitions out of the garden location, and the 

presence of much gold and onyx in the Napo area to the north, match the statements of the Genesis Scripts. 
There are also many curious archeological findings in these regions that are difficult to explain in general 
ways, which have nothing in common with the current civilizations. The lands to the north of Ecuador were 

populated by Mayans that built pyramids and walled cities of amazing construction and size. In the lands 
south of Ecuador were the Incas that made tremendous terraced cities, but few and simple structures. Both 

Mayan and Inca empires lasted for centuries and are reported to have started about 300 B.C. and died out 
from famine and drought. Yet the Mayan calendar supposedly starts at 3500 B.C; which is about 400 years 
after the Garden of God was closed, and it is difficult to imagine a drought in a rain forest with some pools 

that are too deep for divers to reach the bottom, however the pre-flood era did not have rain. These were 
“lost civilizations” that left few clues to their techniques of moving massive stones that are still impossible to 

duplicate. One point that this author considers curious and fitting that originated the research on this theory: 
even the structures in the mountain top areas were partially filled with sediment layers within the internal 
rooms, as if a flood had overcome the mountains. Large layers of sediment must be from a flood, which 

cannot naturally occur on a mountain top. If these areas are in the region outside of the Garden of God, then 
the artifacts and structures could certainly be of the pre-flood cultures that fit and reflect the Biblical 

descriptions of corrupted humans in this period of history. 
 Looking into those lost civilizations, there were some strange statements in Ezekiel that linked the 
King of Tyre with the ancient days of the Garden of Eden. He was of perfect beauty and amazing wealth, 

with every precious stone as his covering, and had been in Eden as an anointed cherub that walked on the 
Holy Mountain of God. He was perfect in his ways until iniquity was found in him. His defiling the 

sanctuaries with violence and corruption will bring him to destruction and ashes from a fire within, in the 
presence of many. (Ezek 28:12-19) These are the verses that are used to confirm that the Garden of Eden is in or 
near Syria, and Ezekiel-31 says essentially the same things about Pharaoh, the King of Egypt. 

 But what if this cherub of Tyre had been a king of the Mayan pyramids, covered with the jewels and 
golden objects as depicted in stone throughout the lands of the Mayan artifacts? The construction of many 

cities over hundreds of miles through centuries, with the same deity king leading lesser kings is a remarkable 
tale, but that is essentially what is told in the Mayan legends. 

How can a man be in pre-flood Eden as well as Ezekiel’s time, when only eight people were on the 

Ark? This is far reaching speculation and supposition, even for this author; but notice that the King of Tyre 
was a cherub and not a man. He was a king that knew the ways of heaven, and the spirits of heaven could 

enter into a man. The Apostles wrote of many spirits being cast out of men, and entering into swine and other 
men. A cherub and a spirit may have the same powers, and may be the same things. So these cherubim could 
potentially in this concept, have been in Noah’s Ark, and humbled in spirit with the unclean animals, and 

possibly other spirits with the clean animals or the ocean creatures. Then the clean and unclean may have 
been different at flood times than they were at Leviticus times. That may be too much of a stretch of 

imagination, but it does fit precisely with biblical teachings, and the concept that we still have demons and 
spirits with us today and that many of these spirits are the remarkable masters in industrial, entertainment, 
religious, and political scenes. The conclusion seems valid, but it is still unclear if or when the host 

individual is aware of such an intrusion of a spirit, or who is in command of their decisions and actions. Then 
it would also be interesting to know if they recognize and work in partnership with their fellow cherubim as 

they interact with humans. 
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-------       -------       ------- 

Noah Building the Ark 

Noah had three sons when he was 500 years old, which made them triplets, for Noah was known to 
have only one wife. There is one discrepancy to the count, in that Arphaxad was born two years after the 

flood, when Shem was 100. But Shem had two sons after the flood, then Arphaxad; and the original sentence 
is broken, as if there are words missing. (Gen 11:10) From these triplets and Noah, came all current generations, 
and all other verses agree that Shem was 100 when the boat landed, and the same age as his brothers.   

 Flood theories from various authors explored many ways to add to the scriptures and generate 
palatable stories. These were entertaining and had some note of credibility, but the true story is actually told 

in a precise sequence. The waters erupted from the belly of the Earth, and it rained for forty days until the 
highest mountains were covered. The highest mountain is five and a half miles above our current sea level. 
This calculates to an average of six inches of rainfall per minute over the entire surface of the Earth. That 

viewpoint explains the instant devastation of all life that was subjected to an equivalent of a waterfall that 
would make it impossible to even breathe. The ensuing landslides and watershed took all plants and life 

forms and buried them in sediment that was fossilized by the pressures in five mile depths for years. In the 
Polar Regions, snow and sleet covered the grounds and compressed to ice, that contained its own treasures of 
history. The verses that say “the mountains rose,” were from the perspective of the observers on the boat as 

the water receded. Note that the boat settled or anchored, over two months before the mountains were seen, 
and even the land where they anchored remained hidden. A visible ocean horizon at forty feet above the 

water is limited to about nine miles, so any lands beyond that distance would be obscured, especially if a 
haze were present.   

Noah left his boat six months after it settled on the ground, allowing for the exposed saturated ground 

to stabilize. The waters receded for generations back into the belly of the Earth, and in the perspective of all 
viewers, the land was rising from the waters. All the environment had changed from the eruption, as this 

event ejected not only water, but certainly a portion of the atmosphere was drawn away as well by the 
venturi effect that causes air to follow the rapid movement of the ejected water. The depletion of air pressure 
would explain why there were no clouds in the former times, for the higher pressures from a higher 

atmosphere would make perpetually clear skies. The higher pressure would also enable plants and animals to 
grow larger and live longer. Eventually the lifespan of the following generations were reduced to nearly one 

tenth of the pre-flood generations.   
Realize that Noah lived until Abraham was 58, and Shem lived until Jacob (Israel) was 50 years old, 

which was 35 years after Abraham died at age 175. When Noah and his sons exited the Ark, the areas where 

they settled were named to things familiar. The Euphrates River fits the description of the southern river of 
the Pastaza River that runs from Ecuador to the south plains of the Incas in Peru and into the Amazon River. 

The description of Euphrates in the Garden of Eden does not fit the current location of the river that travels 
through Syria, Iran & Iraq with mountains to the east. It was also to travel east to the land of Ethiopia, which 
is west & on the other side of the Red Sea. There is no way for our current river of Euphrates to be the 

Biblical Euphrates from the Garden of Eden. 
It is known that Cain lived north and Seth went south from Eden. If Noah and Shem lived on the 

southern river of Euphrates, they would naturally name a similar river in the new lands to that name. Recall 
that the original Euphrates from Eden was the southernmost river that turned to the East. The description fits 
exactly to the Pastaza River that runs by Peru, where the Nazca lines are seen from the sky in the mountains. 

These lines depict elaborate shapes of animals, and also long lines of angles and lever machines. These 
alignment marks would certainly be of use in building such a large structure as an Ark.  The location would 

also be one of the finest areas on our planet to obtain a natural sealant (pitch) from the Rubber Trees that are 
native to that area. 

-------       -------       ------- 

Waters of the Flood Returning 

 The waters returning to the Earth’s void, is a theory that is commonly rejected, but this is the only 

one that follows the script sequences precisely, and follows all laws of physics. Whereas the common 
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fundamentals of Earth geology in practice and taught today, cannot satisfy the proven physical laws without 
frequent adjustments to their theories. Rejecting the Flood Theories is the habit of our liberal science 

authorities, who politically override any non-evolution theory. Ignoring the obvious Flood; has placed our 
science studies into a misdirection of facts. 

 
- - - - - - - 

To examine the Earth’s Void, utilize a simple lesson that refutes some common teachings.  

 
Gravity is a measure of Mass attracted to Mass – True 

 
Does our Gravity increase to a pinpoint in the Center of Earth? 

No – contrary to common theories! 

 

From the Center, there are equal measures of mass in all directions attracting outward, 

Resulting in a balanced equilibrium of ZERO Gravity in the center of Earth 

- - - - - - - 
 

This is the same for all other planets, suns, and moons. The Black Hole, Big Bang, String Theory, 
and other related theories have twisted logics that rely on gravity increasing to a pinpoint; but those faulty 

calculations yield false conclusions! 
- - Also - - Seismology articulations of the Earth’s Core, describe a Void more-so than a solid. 
Our moon when above; reduces gravity vectors by its counter mass that pulls tide waters. In the same 

effect; as an object enters the earth, mass below is reduced, and mass above is increased, thus, proportionally 
decreasing the perspective gravity. 

That is the measure of a consistent density object. But if the object has gasses, then the gasses would 
migrate to the lower gravity area in the center, and thus naturally create a gaseous void. If the gaseous void 
were large enough, then we calculate the cavity gravity as if your proximity has two points of attraction. An 

inner surface point of the void will have an outward gravity perspective higher than the opposite side of the 
void in the distance. In effect, the inner surface of a hollow sphere, has an outward gravity attraction similar, 

but much less than the outer surface gravity toward the center of the mass. Thus it is very practical for any 
planet sphere to have a liquid inner sea within the void. 

- - - - - - - 

The persisting “Iron Core theory” of Earth was originally introduced in 1952 to explain the magnetic 
poles. Our Earth magnetic poles are better reasoned as electrostatic forces induced from perpetual prevailing 

winds, which generate a magnetic field, over a hollow sphere.  The focal points of the induced current create 
the Jet Streams, which regulate the Earth’s Magnetic Field. Using the “left hand rule” of magnetism, (fingers 
in direction of current – which is opposite the flow of air mass) our thumb defines the North Pole by the 

direction of the wind induced current.  
The same field effect will generate polarity on any planet with a sufficient prevailing movement of an 

atmosphere.  
For a more in-depth examination of the non-evolution view, study the Physics page at Theorybin.com 
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